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I 
 
 A naming is a self-evident proposition:  "Now this bear's name is Winnie, which 
shows what a good name for bears it is" (I, "Introduction").  Although the sexing of 
Winnie-the-Pooh is a problem at first for the narrator, Christopher Robin's father, it is 
self-evident to Christopher Robin: 

 "But I thought he was a boy?" 
 "So did I," said Christopher Robin. 
 "Then you can't call him Winnie?" 
 "I don't." 
 "But you said-- " 
 "He's Winnie-ther-Pooh.  Don't you know what 'ther' means?" 

(I,i.) 
Apparently "ther" is the feminine counterpart of the masculine "this" and contains the 
same vowel sound as "her" in the dedication "To Her" that opens Winnie-the-Pooh and is 
addressed to the narrator's wife and Christopher Robin's mother, to whom the two Pooh 
books are offered up not really as gifts but as a returning to her of what was hers all 
along, for, as the inspiration of the books she is their real author (the point is clearer in 
the dedication of the second volume, The House at Pooh Corner).  Pooh is an 
androgynous figure, like Christopher Robin himself in his famous haircut.  Pooh is a 
great admirer of Kanga and "decide[s] to be a Kanga" (I,vii).  Motherly Kanga is the 
visible representative or avatar, in the world of the Forest, of the invisible because 
omnipresent "Her" of the "To Her", the Great Mother.  Kanga "felt quite sure that 
Christopher Robin would never let any harm happen to Roo" (I, vii).  Christopher Robin 
is the mother of his imaginary creatures in the world of the Forest, just as Mrs. Milne is 
Christopher Robin's mother. 
 
 A desire is another self-evident proposition, like a naming.  Pooh's desire of 
honey puts him in danger and so he protests against it, mildly, by asking why: 

(I,i.) 
After falling from the honey-tree, Pooh confirms the lesson for himself:  "'It all comes of 
liking honey so much'".  Yet there is no answer to the question why a bear desires honey.  
It is a bear's nature to desire honey, as also a bee's sole purpose and function in the world 
of  bears is to supply it to them, and bears are not bees and bees are not bears, otherwise 
bees would build their nests at the foot of the trees instead of at the top, where they 
endanger the limbs of the bears.  The world of bears is at once hospitable and alien, thus 
a bear is at once parent and child, protecting nurturing parent and helpless needy child:  it 
is Pooh's duty to himself to cherish and satisfy his desire.  Desire is naming:  the agent 
responsible for naming Pooh is at once his desire and the honey that feeds it.  Pooh is 
what he eats.  His name, his true being, is honey, a desire so sweet it desires itself. 
 
 This naming, this desire is of such power it overpowers reason.  There is no 
reason for bears to love honey, it is unreasonable, it is unsafe.  But it is Eeyore, the tragic 

 Isn't it funny 
 How a bear likes honey? 
 Buzz!  Buzz!  Buzz! 
 I wonder why he does? 
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romantic, who puts the power of desire to its most difficult test.  His food of choice is not 
honey but thistles.  But if the power of naming over reason be such that naming can 
conquer reason and be unreasonable, then naming is a higher reason.  Naming is not 
reason, for it is the source of reason; the oath Pooh swears by his own name is proof of 
the truth of what he is saying, "'or my name's not Winnie-the-Pooh,' he said.  'Which it is,' 
he added.  'So there you are.'" (I,iv.)  Indeed, that Christopher Robin has two names 
proves that everyone does, or at least that Piglet's grandfather Trespassers W did (I,iii).  
What gives naming the power of the higher reason is that naming is personal:  a name is a 
person because magically a name is identical with the person it names, and as a person a 
name is endowed with the dignity and value of persons, valuable for themselves not as 
commodities.  A name, like a friend, is free and beautiful and nobody's property:  
Christopher Robin did not own the swan, any more than the swan owned the name: 

If you happen to have read another book about Christopher Robin, you 
may remember that he once had a swan (or the swan had Christopher 
Robin, I don't know which) and that he used to call this swan Pooh.  That 
was a long time ago, and when we said good-bye, we took the name with 
us, as we didn't think the swan would want it any more. 

(I, "Introduction.") 
 
 
 
 

II 
 

 When Pooh asks Eeyore "'was it a Joke, or an Accident?'" (II,vi), he brings to 
light a previously unsuspected affinity between jokes and accidents, which is that both 
are unforeseen, inessential.  Naming, then, or prophecy, the creative act, is inspired, is the 
product of divine possession.  It is both a joke and an accident, for it is spontaneous, 
unprecedented, disruptive, beyond cause and effect.  "'The best way to write poetry'", 
says Pooh, is "'letting things come'"  (II,ii).  Pooh's most frightening experience of his 
dual personality is his fall into the Heffalump trap for Poohs:  "'I say things when I'm not 
trying.  So it must be a very bad Accident'" (II,iii).  A more pleasant experience for Pooh 
of his inner voice is the pots of honey calling him home in the mist so that he finds his 
way home (II,vii).  Rabbit can't find his way out but then Rabbit's mind has never reached 
the inspired level of desire but has remained at the level of use.  Rabbit tells Pooh he is 
looking for Small.  Pooh asks "'Did you want him for anything?'", and Rabbit replies, "'I 
don't want him, . . . but it's always useful to know where a friend-and-relation is'" (II,iii).  
As we have seen, desire has to be differentiated from use; Pooh's desire of honey can put 
him in danger. 
 
 Pooh's appetite for honey is inspired: "'a sort of funny feeling began to creep all 
over him . . . .  It was just as if somebody inside him were saying, "Now then, Pooh, time 
for a little something" (I,vi). Pooh "came over all funny, and had to hurry home for a 
little snack of something to sustain him" (I, iv).  It is a reminder of the relationship 
between a joke and an accident.  The first of Pooh's two boats is "'sometimes . . . more of 
an Accident'" but the second is named by Christopher Robin The Brain of Pooh (I,ix); 
Pooh is "a Bear of Enormous Brain. . . Well, he ate a lot" (I,x):  Pooh's intelligence is his 
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appetite.  As Piglet says, "'Pooh hasn't much Brain, but he never comes to any harm.  He 
does silly things and they turn out right'" (I,ix).  In contrast to Pooh, then, who embraces 
the accident, Eeyore turns "his back to the accident" (I,viii).  Eeyore is very articulate on 
the subject of accidents:  "'They're funny things, Accidents.  You never have them till 
you're having them'" (II,iv).  Unlike Pooh, Eeyore is accident-prone: it is he who ends up 
buried under everyone else during the rescue of Tigger and he who is bounced into the 
river (II,iv,vi). 
 
 When in a sleepy mood, Pooh feels divided into two persons: he "felt more and 
more that he was somewhere else" and "got up slowly and began to look for himself" (II, 
vii).  Therefore Piglet's inspired act of heroism in giving up his house to Owl, "he did . . . 
in a sort of dream" (II,ix).  But for Eeyore things are achieved only by "Brains first and 
then Hard Work" (II,i).  He is mistaken about this, for creativity is divine possession:  
"being Pooh" is something that is performed entirely without effort, on a "delightfully 
warm" day (II,iv).  "'Poetry and Hums aren't things which you get, they're things which 
get you"' (II,ix).  Rabbit "never let things come to him, but always went and fetched 
them" (II,v).  "'Rabbit has Brain . . . That's why he never understands anything'" (II,viii).  
Poetry created by inspiration is truth:  Piglet is not certain of the Respectful Pooh Song 
("'Did I really do all that?'") but Pooh assures him "'you did it, Piglet, because the poetry 
says you did'" (II,ix).  Pooh says Eeyore's (dreadful) poem is "'much better"' than his own 
poetry ("and he really thought it was").  "'Well,' explained Eeyore modestly, 'it was meant 
to be'" (ii,x).  His poetry is intentional.  The truth that poetry tells is the truth of self-
expression, not of intention.  Even that truth that the child looks forward to, of a "Real 
Brain which [can] tell you things" (II,x).  Even Piglet, whose inspired self is just 
beginning to thrive, says more truly than he knows "'it isn't  every one who could do it'"  
(II,i).  He thinks he is speaking of effort and intention, but he is beginning to speak from 
the god within. 
 
 Creativity, being the self-expression of the divine self, is an utterance that refers 
to itself, a signature, signalling the magical identification of the person with the name.  
The name signs itself, is both signal and signature.  The person is signal, both adjective 
and noun.  That is why when Pooh becomes a cloud to deceive the bees he sings a song 
explaining that he is a cloud and also that singing this self-explanatory song is what 
characterizes clouds: 

  Every little cloud 
  Always sings aloud. 

(I,i.) 
That he isn't really a cloud shows that this creation of a cloud-self for himself is art:  
although the dramatization affects to present the universal form of cloud it really presents 
a most singular cloud, one that sings that the quality of cloudiness is to sing that the 
quality of cloudiness is . . . .  Baby Roo demonstrates self-expression in almost the same 
way when he chokes on his milk while "trying to say" he can talk while drinking his milk 
(I,x).  The difference is he is not lying, but attempting and failing to tell the truth.  Pooh 
fails to deceive the bees, and Roo fails to deceive his wind-pipe:  both demonstrate the 
joke or accident quality of creativity.  Even in lying, or attempting to, poetry tells the 
truth:  it is the self-evident open secret of naming or desire.  Name names itself because 
desire desires itself. 
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 Desire needs no other because it is the All, the One, the "Nothing" Pooh thinks of 
when he is thinking "Grand Thoughts to himself about Nothing" (II, "Contradiction").  
"Nothing" is what Christopher Robin likes doing best; "'it's when people call out at you 
just as you're going off to do it, What are you going to do, Christopher Robin, and you 
say, Oh, nothing, and then you go and do it.'"  It is done "Nowhere":  "'Where are we 
going?' said Pooh . . . . 'Nowhere,'" said Christopher Robin.  So they began going there . . 
. ."  It is the pleasure of anticipation, "Because although Eating Honey was a very good 
thing to do, there was a moment just before you began to eat it which was better than 
when you were. . ." (II,x).  The pleasure of anticipation, being better than the pleasure of 
consumption or possession or control, is the discovery in a flash of inspiration that there 
is really no object of desire but only the subject:  that the object of desire is itself; that the 
greatest gift is desire itself and desire is the most generous giver. 
 

III 
 
 Eeyore turns his back on an accident, and explains a joke ("'Joke,' he explained.  
'Ha ha!'" I, vi).  But inspired acts need no thought:  Christopher Robin names Pooh "at 
once, without stopping to think" (I, "Introduction"); Pooh prepares to compose his song 
"'before I have time to think . . . , and that will be a Good Song'" (I, viii); Kanga if she 
were "'anxious about Roo . . . would do a Good Thing to Do without thinking about it'" 
(I,ix).  Kanga sometimes performs a kind of loving arithmetic, when she feels "motherly . 
. . , and wanting to Count Things--like Roo's vests . . ." (II,iv).  It is like Pooh counting 
his pots of honey.  It is important to know that there is also a loving arithmetic, for 
arithmetic begins to seem at fault (II, "Contradiction") for Christopher Robin's beginning 
to grow up and leave inspiration behind and take up thinking instead:  "'I'm not going to 
do Nothing    . . . so much.  They don't let you'" (II,x).  Rabbit doesn't care how many 
pots of honey Pooh has, feels the matter should be beneath anyone's concern (II,iii).  
Rabbit doesn't care how many friends-and-relations he has (I,vii), but is a nimble mental 
arithmetician (II,ix).  The loving arithmetic is the mysticism of the "Nothing", beyond the 
comprehension of controlling Rabbit. 
 
  
 Piglet's experience of the Nothing is sheer terror: 

"It has the biggest head you ever saw, Christopher Robin.  A great 
enormous thing, like--like nothing.  A huge big-- well, like a--I don't 
know--like an enormous big nothing.  Like a jar." 

(I,v.) 
Piglet is just beginning to learn that what this nightmare masks is his own desire, his own 
excitement: 

 "When you wake up in the morning, Pooh."  said Piglet at last, 
"what's the first thing you say to yourself?" 

   "What's for breakfast?" said Pooh. "What do you say, Piglet?" 
   "I say, I wonder what's going to happen exciting today?" said  
   Piglet. 
   Pooh nodded thoughtfully.  "It's the same thing," he said. 

(I,x.) 
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Piglet's excitement can make him forget his fear:  "Piglet was so excited at the idea of 
being useful that he forgot to be frightened any more . . ." (I,vii).  The arithmetic 
problems Mr. Milne sets for Christopher Robin are "very exciting, and when we have 
been excited quite enough, we curl up and go to sleep" (II, "Contradiction"), or it may 
really mean boring, yet the arithmetic lessons come from just the same loving sense of 
parental responsibility as Kanga's counting of Roo's vests. 
 
 Eeyore's "melancholy" is "'exciting'", he says (II,i); he seems here to be indulging 
in his self-pitying sarcasm (somewhat as Mr. Milne, in guilt for tormenting his son, calls 
arithmetic "exciting"), but he really seems excited to receive the ruined birthday presents 
from Pooh and Piglet (I,vi).  It's hard to tell exactly what excites him, is it his feeling of 
being in control ("It goes in and out like anything!'")? Possibly his happiness has simply 
taken him completely by surprise, so that he has no time to defend himself against it, as 
when his lost tail is returned to him ("Eeyore frisked about the forest, waving his tail . . . 
happily":  I,iv).  Even Eeyore can be struck by inspiration, possessed, if he can be made 
to lose his guard.  Typical of his guarded self is his pronouncement:  "'They haven't got 
Brains, any of them, only grey fluff that's blown into their heads by mistake'" (II,i).  The 
fear of divine or demonic possession regards it of course as a "mistake":  "Pooh was so 
busy not looking where he was going that he stepped on a piece of the Forest that had 
been left out by mistake" (II,iii). 
 
 The exciting and loving arithmetic arises from possession by the Nothing, that 
makes the negative a positive:  "One day when Pooh Bear had nothing else to do, he 
thought he would do something, so he went round to Piglet's house"; however, nothing 
else but something being a very large number, "the more he looked inside the more Piglet 
wasn't there."  And to make certain Piglet isn't there, he knocks and "waited for Piglet not 
to answer"--that is, at first he thinks his intention is to wait for Piglet to answer, but as 
time goes by he recognizes that his intention was deeper than he knew, and involved the 
negative expectation not the positive.  So far so good.  Deeper mysteries open up, 
however:  when he returns to his own house and finds Piglet looking very much at home 
he becomes confused as to whose home it is:  "'Hallo, Piglet,' he said. 'I thought you were 
out.'"  Piglet's reply is completely grown-up, in perfect touch with the commonsensible 
facts: "'No,' said Piglet, 'It's you who were out, Pooh.'"  There is no denying that Piglet 
knows what he saw, and he saw that Pooh was out.  Pooh's next remark is full of that 
modesty that so becomes him, as it so often does; yet it also shows that he has been to the 
brink of that other world of emptiness and silence which Piglet will never see.  "'So it 
was,' said Pooh.  'I knew one of us was.'"  In chaos, or possibly Hell, Pooh and Piglet 
eternally travel to each other's homes and never see each other again (II,i).   
 
 Tigger's sudden exciting appearance out of nowhere seems all made of negatives 
in the place of positives:  Pooh "got out of bed, and lit his candle, and stumped across the 
room to see if anybody was trying to get into his honey-cupboard, and they weren't. . . .  
'Is that you, Piglet?' he said.  But it wasn't.  'Come in, Christopher Robin,' he said.  But 
Christopher Robin didn't."  (II,ii.)  But then a something missing may be missed 
anywhere from very much to not at all:  "sometimes the place [where the snow came to 
rest] was Pooh's nose and sometimes it wasn't" (II,i).  When the place isn't Pooh's nose it 
becomes unimportant, like all the times other than eleven o'clock to which Pooh's clock 
has not referred in "some weeks" (II,i).  The important "feeling" is the "eleven o'clockish" 
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(II,ii).  Perhaps the difference between different hours of the day is entirely a matter of 
feeling, like the difference between "different tiddely pom[s]" (II,i), and the difference 
between the "other side" and "this side" (II,vi).  Certainly Pooh seems to have got the 
feeling of a corner when he says that "smaller" is "more like a corner" (II,i), even though 
corners can get quite large when bits of wall are added on. 
 
 Those who are regarded as small can be sensitive on the issue of the relativity of 
large and small.  A "'Very Small Animal'" who finds it   'hard to be brave'" (I,vii), runs 
the risk of now and then becoming "a little over-excited" (II,iv).  Of course it is because 
Piglet is "'a Small Animal'" that he is able to do the "'Very Grand Thing'" of saving Owl 
and Pooh and himself (II,viii).  Piglet appreciates grandeur, of course: he thinks Pooh's 
plan to build Eeyore a house is "'a Grand Idea'" (II,i).  That Rabbit's condescension 
toward Baby Roo ("'Hallo, Roo, my little fellow!'"--I,vii) blossoms into love is a very 
mild consequence of the paranoid xenophobia of his plot against Kanga and Roo; justice 
is more severe when his plot to create "'a Small and Sorry Tigger'" creates instead "'a 
very Small and Sorry Rabbit'" (II,vii).  Eeyore's condescension toward "'Little Piglet'" 
who is just his "'favourite size'" (I, vi) is a part of Eeyore's system of defences against the 
nightmare of his demonic self-hatred. 
 
 In the end, it is relativity that defeats arithmetic.  Small "had been staying with 
Christopher Robin for a few seconds" (II,iii), obviously a far longer time from Small's 
own point of view.  Tigger on the other hand seems large but is actually small:  "however 
big Tigger seemed to be, he wanted as much kindness as Roo", and, also, strengthening, 
although Piglet thinks "'that he's been strengthened quite enough'" (II,ii).  Relativity in 
the shape of Roo defeats Rabbit:  Roo becomes excited when his Poohstick fails to 
appear from under the bridge ("'my stick's stuck'") and Rabbit condescendingly attempts 
a comforting generalization "'They always take longer than you think"' but Roo refuses to 
pretend to believe Rabbit knows what Roo thinks, insists Rabbit declare himself:  "'How 
long do you think they'll take?' asked Roo'" (II,vi).  Rabbit is at a loss for an answer.  So 
much for his arrogant boast "'We all are [organized]'" (II,iii).  Yet the world does seem to 
belong to the large not the small:  it seems uncanny that the Search for Small as if 
inevitably becomes the search for Piglet:  "he thought he would begin the Hunt by 
looking for Piglet, and asking him what they were looking for before he looked for it" 
(II,iii). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 IV 
 

     All things are names of God, inspirations that voice God's longing for God.  But 
words are the things of which this is most clearly true.  Like the (I,i) "buzzing-noise" (not 
to be confused with the buzzing noise, no hyphen), a noise that is a live person 
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expressing and signing her-himself, so it is with words.  Thus an old broken sign-board 
for instance is Piglet's ancestor, his grandfather (I,iii), and is also the name of Piglet's 
"house" (I,v) and is a family member who has "been in the family for a long time" (I,iii) 
and this object has all this power because there is part of an old inscription upon it.   Even 
an inkpot speaks (I, "Introduction"), and a pencil ("'Naturally it takes a good deal of 
pencil to say a long thing like that'", I,vi), and a miscellaneous group of print symbols 
(three exclamation points, three question marks, three asterisks, and three more 
exclamation points, I,vi).  All things are words, hence the echo of Genesis in the 
statement "and he was" in the account of the naming of Pooh:  "Christopher Robin said . . 
. that he was Winnie-the-Pooh.  And he was."  (I, "Introduction".)  This is not only 
creation at with and by word; this is creation that is word.  Thus the words of power 
whispered by Christopher Robin at the zoo have the magical effect that "doors are 
unlocked":  the use of the passive voice has a cloak-and-dagger effect, but also does 
something else more peculiar; it sounds like a description of doors, in a tone of certainty, 
and like another echo of Genesis:  words are spoken and doors are unlocked.  Words then 
have a solidity:  one can live "under" a name (I,i); names can follow "after" (I, 
Introduction"; iii); some names are "for short", or "short for", or "short of" (I,viii;iii). 
 
 The solidity of Piglet in one's pocket makes feeling him there a magic word that 
can be felt "where it is very comfortable to feel him when you are not quite sure whether 
twice seven is twelve or twenty-two" (I, "Introduction").  Love creates hope:  
"Christopher Robin . . . said, 'silly old Bear,' in such a loving voice that everybody felt 
quite hopeful again" (I,ii);  "'You're the Best Bear in All the World,' said Christopher 
Robin soothingly.  'Am I?' said Pooh hopefully" (I,iii).  Creativity is inevitably a loving 
and a hopeful state. Pooh's head is the creative word that creates Pooh:  "Here is Edward 
Bear, coming downstairs now, bump, bump, bump, on the back of his head, behind 
Christopher Robin" (I,i).  Creation or love is sustenance:  the "Sustaining Book" that 
comforts "a Wedged Bear in Great Tightness" nourishes Pooh with imagination and 
dream (I,ii).  On the other hand "long words" have malevolent personalities and "Bother" 
Pooh (I, iv).  Fear is the enemy of love and causes confusion:  "'Help, help, a Herrible 
Hoffalump!'" (I,v.)  So secure are Christopher Robin and Pooh in their love for each other 
that they converse telepathically: 

he thought what a Brave and Clever Bear Pooh was, and the more 
Christopher Robin thought this, the more Pooh looked modestly down his 
nose and tried to pretend he wasn't. 

(I,ix.) 
Magic words need not be heard to be felt. 
 
 The longest sentence in Winnie-the-Pooh, though it does not narrate Owl's long 
story but only refers to it, imitates it in length:  "the story went on and on, rather like this 
sentence" (I,ix).  The long sentence evokes Owl's long story but does not make it actually 
present, rather as, although Owl's story makes Piglet fall asleep and thus almost fall from 
his window and drown, it also awakens him and saves his life.  For the story contains "a 
sudden loud squawk from Owl, which was really part of the story", and awakens him 
from the sleep into which the rest of the story has put him.  Is the squawk then both 
something Piglet dreams and something real, even as the long sentence both represents 
and does not represent Owl's story?   The long sentence is a person who tells of but does 
not tell Owl's story:  these words do not have the translucency of words; they make a 
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personal choice not to repeat the story, even though the long structure they create mimes 
the long structure of the story.  That the squawk is "really part of the story" means:  that it 
is not intended as a warning to Piglet; and possibly as well that it is not something Piglet 
dreams, but part of Piglet's waking reality which however he is missing being asleep, 
until the squawk awakens him and rescues him from a possibly fatal dream, for he surely 
is dreaming if he imagines that falling asleep at his window and falling into the water is a 
safe thing to do. 
 
 Pooh, with his personal approach to language, recognizes Rabbit's voice even 
though Rabbit has disguised it and in any case with his manipulative approach to 
language has expected that only the content of his speech will be recognized, namely, his 
denial of his own presence.  But Pooh has recognized not only that a person must have 
uttered the strange statement but also who the person is.  But Rabbit's protest, next, that 
his intention was to disguise his voice and not have it be recognized, seems oddly to 
substitute intention for reality:  "'But isn't that Rabbit's voice?' . . . . 'It isn't meant to be.'" 
(I,ii.)  Indeed, it is not the only time that Rabbit focuses rather on what he intends reality 
to be than on what it is.  Thus, a minute later Rabbit is very surprised indeed to be made 
to see things as they are; for Pooh takes the mysterious voice at its word after all, but then  
chooses a very mysterious place to be mystified in: 

 "Well, could you very kindly tell me where Rabbit is?" 
 "He has gone to see his friend Pooh Bear, who is a 
great friend of his." 
 "But this is Me!"  said Bear, very much surprised. 
 "What sort of Me?" 
 "Pooh Bear." 
 "Are you sure?" said Rabbit, still more surprised. 
 "Quite, quite sure, " said Pooh. 
 "Oh, well, then, come in." 

(II,ii.) 
Pooh, all unconsciously, has in empathy with Rabbit out-manipulated Rabbit:  accepting 
Rabbit's argument that Rabbit's intention that Rabbit's voice not be his makes it not his, 
he then, quite consistently, cannot see that Rabbit could intend to visit Pooh without 
indeed visiting Pooh.  Pooh's personal approach to language defeats Rabbit's 
manipulative approach, and Pooh gets the free meal he was hoping for. 
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